provides strong synaptic input back onto them [12] , although it is not yet known if this feedback is excitatory or inhibitory.
While much recent progress has been made towards understanding how sensory neurons efficiently communicate noxious stimulation to the larval brain, there is still much left to be determined. For instance, the attack of a wasp ovipositor is localized to a fine 10-20 micron spot that is often confined to the receptive field of a single cIVda nociceptive cell [5] . It is possible that the penetration signal triggered by the wasp is amplified by activity of the gentle touch receptor cIIda and cIIIda dendrites which overlap cIVda fields. The outputs of neurons with overlapping fields are primarily localized to targets within a single neuromere of the larval ventral nerve cord, yet the behavioral output involves coordinated contraction muscles throughout the entire anterior posterior axis. The currently understood mCSI/SNa motor neuron pathway cannot explain this entire output, as the SNa cells target only three of the body wall muscles, and the projections of the mCSIs are relatively localized along the antero-posterior axis. In contrast, A08n neurons (and other cells like them) possess projections that pass through many segments of the ventral nerve cord, making them well positioned to coordinate responses along the entire anterior-posterior axis.
Future studies will continue to add to our understanding of the underlying principles of this interesting sensorimotor pathway. Yoshino et al. [4] have added important insights that begin to connect the sensory inputs all the way to the motor system. With additional work to come, this increasingly defined circuit has much to reveal about sensorimotor systems. Ribosomes contain proteins that must themselves be made by ribosomes. A new study shows that splitting ribosomal protein content into many small, similarly sized units maximizes the efficiency of this synthesis, suggesting that ribosomal architecture has been shaped by evolutionary pressure to efficiently self-synthesize.
Ribosomes are complex macromolecular machines that carry out the synthesis of all proteins in a cell. They are made up of both RNA and protein, and the specific aspects of ribosome function carried out by each type of molecule have been meticulously deciphered by decades of biochemical and structural work [1] [2] [3] . The evolutionary forces that resulted in this division of labor between RNA and protein are less well understood, however, and remain the subject of 
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Dispatches speculation and debate [4] . One particularly puzzling aspect of ribosome evolution is that the genetic organization of instructions for creating the two types of molecule in ribosomes are strikingly different. Across all domains of life, ribosomal protein content is split into >50 small, roughly equally sized polypeptides that are encoded as distinct genes and translated separately [5] . In contrast, ribosomal RNA is encoded in just a handful of long transcription units [6] . A new study by Reuveni et al. [7] provides an elegant evolutionary explanation for these contrasting organizational strategies: because the protein content of ribosomes must itself be synthesized by ribosomes, it is under unique selective constraints that favor the specific organizations observed in nature.
To maintain a stable number of ribosomes per cell, ribosome production must keep pace with cell division. In other words, every ribosome must synthesize at least one full complement of ribosomal proteins, on average, per cell division cycle. The total time required for a ribosome to make a ribosome's worth of protein therefore provides a lower bound on how quickly a cell can possibly divide. Of course, ribosomes have cellular responsibilities beyond merely making more of themselves. They must also synthesize all other proteins necessary for a cell to function and replicate. Minimizing the time ribosomes spend carrying out their obligatory self-production increases the amount of time available for these other responsibilities.
The central insight of Reuveni et al. [7] is simple but non-obvious: the time that ribosomal proteins spend as incomplete nascent chains represents an investment of resources in translational machinery that is not yet paying dividends. Consider a hypothetical scenario in which all 7500 amino acids in ribosomal proteins in Escherichia coli are encoded as one long open reading frame (Figure 1, top) . With a maximal elongation rate of 20 amino acids/second, translation of this long protein would take approximately six minutes. Regardless of how many ribosomes are engaged in translating the protein, amino acids located early in the protein need to wait these full six minutes to be assembled into a functional ribosome and begin contributing to the cell's translational needs. A substantial amount of potential translational capacity is therefore sitting idle, sequestered in an incomplete nascent chain. If, on the other hand, the open reading frame is split up into two equally sized genes, the situation improves considerably (Figure 1, bottom) . Some ribosomes will translate one of the genes and some will translate the other, each of which takes three minutes to complete. The two polypeptides produced can then form a ribosome and begin pulling their weight translating an mRNA three minutes before the monolithic protein would have been finished. If we consider production of ribosomal proteins as an investment by a cell in translational capacity, this is the magic of compound interest at work! This argument can be naturally repeated. Just as two halves are more efficient than one whole, splitting ribosomal protein content into more and more pieces further improves efficiency, albeit with increasingly diminishing returns. If this effect were the only constraint, more ribosomal protein genes would always be better. (While interest that compounds semi-annually is good, monthly is better, and continuously compounding is better still.) Why, then, has evolution across all trees of life stopped at 50-80 ribosomal proteins? To answer this question, Reuveni et al. [7] propose a counterbalancing selective cost that increases with the number of distinct genes. Every additional gene requires an additional translation initiation event to produce a full ribosome. If the amount of time that ribosomes require to initiate translation after assembling on a start codon is longer than the elongation time of an average codon, the total time needed to produce a full set of ribosomal proteins in a many-small-genes strategy is slightly longer than in a fewer-largegenes strategy. This theoretical framework therefore predicts that the optimal number of ribosomal proteins is reached when the diminishing return of efficiency gained from the compoundinterest effect is no longer greater than the efficiency lost to an additional initiation. Impressively, Reuveni et al. [7] show that when a range of estimates of initiation times consistent with ribosome profiling data [8] and with measured spacings between ribosomes [9] is plugged into their model, the optimal number of ribosomal proteins predicted is concordant with the number that evolution has actually arrived at.
Dividing ribosomal protein content into the optimal number of pieces results in genes that are substantially shorter than average genes, but this is not the only unusual statistical property of ribosomal proteins. They are also significantly less variable in length than would be expected for a random selection of genes with the same average length. The theory advanced by Reuveni et al. [7] elegantly accounts for this observation. One way to measure the amount of inefficiency incurred by a given organization of If ribosomal protein is organized as one long peptide (top), substantial time passes between beginning to translate the peptide (t 0 ) and completing the protein component of a functional ribosome (t 2 ). Splitting protein content into smaller peptides (bottom) allows these components to be made in parallel and assembled into a functional ribosome at an earlier time point (t 1 ), after which this new ribosome can begin contributing to translation.
ribosomal protein genes is to calculate the average length of ribosomal protein nascent chains still in production. Even after deciding exactly how many genes ribosomal protein content will be split between, this average is sensitive to the exact way that amino acids are divided between these genes. In particular, genes that are longer than the mean contribute a disproportionate increase to the average length of all nascent chains. This nonlinearity stems from the facts that the messenger RNAs encoded by longer genes are not only occupied by more ribosomes, but also have correspondingly longer nascent chains attached to these ribosomes. By a straightforward mathematical argument, this means that any unequal division of gene length results in less efficient return on investment than an even split. Selective pressure is therefore expected to drive ribosomal protein organization towards the observed tight distribution of similar lengths.
Reuveni et al. [7] also explore more speculative implications of the selective pressure on ribosomes to efficiently selfsynthesize, including on interpretation of the higher protein content of (non-selfsynthesized) mitochondrial ribosomes. Of course, efficiency of self-synthesis is not the only selective force at play in ribosomal evolution, and the genetic organization of ribosomal proteins is undoubtedly influenced by a wide range of more specific functional constraints. Ribosome biogenesis is an intricately choreographed process [10] that proceeds in a modular fashion [11] , suggesting that assembly is facilitated by separation into discrete polypeptides. Splitting ribosomal proteins into discrete genes also provides the opportunity to include or exclude particular proteins from a given ribosome. This flexibility could allow cells to produce a heterogeneous pool of specialized ribosomes [12] with distinct functional roles [13] , for example in response to environmental stresses [14] . A complete understanding of the contributions of these processes to the complex evolutionary landscape of ribosomal architecture remains challenging, but the selective framework of efficient selfproduction proposed by Reuveni et al. represents an exciting new lens through which to view this challenge.
The belief that all snakes possess ZW sex chromosomes has prevailed for decades, despite no evidence of this in boas, pythons, and their relatives. A recent discovery of male-specific genetic markers reveals that these snakes instead possess XY sex chromosomes. 
